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Baat Medical was founded in 1999 by Gert Nijenbanning

after finishing his PhD thesis on scoliosis correction. In

the first period BAAT provided general engineering

services for the medical devices market. Soon after the

start, Arthur Aalsma joined the company and from that

time on we specialized in orthopedic product

development.

The company has now grown to 30 employees and offers

a complete service package, from Market Mapping &

Concept generation, development and supply chain

management. BAAT has set up a state-of-the-art quality

management system, warehouse, testing facilities and

full engineering & design procedures are in place.

Our customers range from Multi-National Orthopedic

giants to independent distributors that want to have

their own portfolio and everything in between.

Our services

How can you reduce your costs 
and still be innovative?

We are looking forward 
to create your new 
product!

Design & Engineering

Sterile Packaging

Verification & Validation

CE mark & FDA approval

Product delivery

Supply chain management

Legal manufacturer

A new development pathway
Partnering with an expert development company can

improve your resources, save time and save money.

Resourcing new developments are tough but with Baat

Medical the development expenditure can become a

variable cost, increasing and decreasing according to

activity. This provides you with ultimate flexibility and

enables you to react quickly to changes in the market

place.

Connecting innovation to the future needs of your

customers is essential to stay competitive. BAAT invests

in the latest technologies and manufacturing processes.

Which provides our partners with the latest technology

with the lowest cost without having to make significant

investments. This cost saving enables you to spend on

innovation and reduce your cost of goods.

We also provide supply chain control and maintenance of

the DMR and design dossier. This simplifies the

complexity of the CE process and the European market

opening up new opportunities for your company.

Baat can act as the legal manufacturer of your products.
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